
alieere 	 2/10/7e 

foul/rote 2/4 about Jerry wantine you to do a thing with Auble but did 
not 	until Oth. 4-44M0 yesterday but no eaelierm chance to reply. 

I'd heard of the incident before, in acme respects exactly as you tell 
it and in some other than at you do. 

If your recollection is perfect and you intend only total honesty there 
are some problems with your vereion-andwbelief is that you have nothing to 
gain by TV publicity on it and teerefore ought not risk apy other end. 

If you do the show or interview I'd encourage only truthfulness, WRAtover 
the truth maybe. 41  

Iou ask whet erry can have in mind. his I think, can be almost anything, 
his own ideas or those of others like Lane 'orimkv. 

They alibis,* tee strange notioneWhat by s'opatanda against the RI some. 
how Jiany will be helped. in fact they are all nuts about this faroet notion. 

I've never heard from Amble and don't expect to. He avpeare to be bedded 
with LADS. He did not bother to respond when I wrote and asked him for an 
audio tape of the 'press oconferenoe0  beets had you arrange for Mimes and 
Tony Marro (who is no longer with that paper). 

Remember also that this is the rating season. This is only partly like 
the better-known phrase, mating season. 4011 do anything for a sensation 
for the ratings, I think. Be cereal of that part, especially if it is 
filmed or taped in advance and can edited. 

Leard from Gerald .boyd of Post.Diepatoh yesterdey. 'it'd read most or all 
of the file and wanted a little background on similar files. About you I told 
him to call you. He Mid he would. The one record I recall him mentioning was 
a general one that had no direct relatiehehip to 1. More or lees HQ preseure 
to get more info and get acre informants to get it, etc. 

They are to have had a *cm of it all made and sent to you and I told 
Am I'd pay for it. They can have it done commercially in Washington for 
half of ;that it costs us and 1EL new dose not have the time. She does tax 
work for the same people every year, does no advertising and takes on only 
some of those who are recconsended by those who are pleased with what she 
does for then. She is good at it and is conscientious so she stave more 
than bug, enough with that and she emjoys it. 

But if much time passes and yon do not have a emplete set of the 
records, including worksheets that constitute an inventory or a '1st and 
en lotion any exemptions claimed are voted let me know. I can also explain 
sane of the possible exemptions. bi is national security. b2 is solely  
of interest to the PSI, b7 and b7o are privacy. bid is source pro 	an 
or only source. his  is secret emthed, etc. But if there is much that is 
withheld it is likely goinf to be b7o o d or maybe b2 with some of the 
file identifications. 

If you can fill in any of the gaps please do it in writing because I'm 
too tied up in court work to go over the records when I  get them back and 
this will be true for a while. 

If there are parts you want to talk over, please be prepared to tape it 
so I can later go over the tape and can file, it with the records. 

Got a tape from any yesterday but won't be able to listen to it except 
WhenI exercyole, as Ordbably my exercise for the next several days will be 
limited to. bitter cold here and Pre cleared the lane De snow as much as a 
really fine snow blower permits. teen to the toe and hardpacked. 2ad it 
*leer and kept if clear except for drifting from strong winds. Unless there 
is more drifting until there is more snow no more of it. The lane is too 
Ur in too many spots for safe welting other than from real. need. The snow 
blower is heavy enough to hold me when slip, jaq I did several times 
today. It has been a great investment. Sitioorol,yi  "arold 
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